
MAGICSTREAM®

MAGICSTREAM®

LAMINARS

Crystal clear by day, dramatic color at night.

MagicStream Laminars create totally clear, uniform arcs of moving water  

that originate from either your pool deck or surrounding landscape. At night,  

these translucent streams are brilliantly colored with an energy-efficient  

LED light source. The result is a water effect that adds an elegant bit of  

entertainment to your poolscape.
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KEY FEATURES

Water stream adjustability
Adjustable housing allows you to 
customize the water arcs to meet  
your desired needs.

Easy-to-adjust nozzles
Laminars can be easily adjusted in two 
ways. They can be set to create different 
heights and arc shapes, and the direction 
the arc is pointed can be moved right  
or left. Get creative by varying the height,  
arc shapes, direction and color of  
individual streams.

Easy removal and replacement
Laminars are designed to be easily taken 
out of a poolscape and replaced.

Microprocessor-controlled LED system
A microprocessor-controlled,  
color-changing LED lighting system  
is at the heart of the MagicStream 
Laminar. Options include holding a  
steady color or scrolling through a  
range of five vibrant LED colors and  
7 dazzling light shows.

Flush installation   
Installation is made flush to your deck  
or other surface; no unsightly or unsafe 
edges, just the magic of water erupting 
from a hidden source.

Optional box lid colors 
Laminar box lids are available in tan,  
black and gray to match or complement 
pool decks or other installation surfaces.

Fully assembled 
MagicStream Laminars come fully 
assembled and ready to install on  
nearly any water return line. To create 
spectacular nighttime effects, an LED  
light engine is included. Simply add 
plumbing and a pool transformer to  
provide just 16 watts of 12-volt power. 

MAGICSTREAM® LAMINARS

Enhancing the entire 
sensory experience.

MagicStream Laminars clearly add to the sights of your backyard sanctuary.  
But, they also provide a soothing auditory experience as the stream gently 
enters your pool—just a hint of sound to mask neighborhood noises that  
may otherwise interrupt your down time. 

The laminars work with the optional Pentair automation systems as well  
as Pentair Color Sync™ Controller for Pentair Color LED Pool Lights to give  
you fast and easy control of your lighting experience. They also work with  
the optional Color Sync™ Controller for Pentair Color LED Pool Lights and 
Pentair automation systems to give you fast and easy control of your  
lighting experience. 

For even greater control, add an optional ScreenLogic® Interface* or a  
Pentair automation system, such as the IntelliCenter® Pool Control System  
to access your pool from practically anywhere and at any time using your 
smartphone, computer or mobile digital device, Amazon Echo®, Apple Watch® 
wrist-wearable device.

The TradeGrade family of products is exclusively made for 
and sold by the world’s most demanding pool professionals.

Color Sync™ Controller 
for Pentair Color LED 
Pool Lights


